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Abstract
In this paper we review the current state of the problem solving ellvironment (PSE) field and make
projections for the future. First we describe the computing context, the definition of a PSE and the
goals of a PSE. The state-of-the-art is summarized along with sources (books, bibliographies, web site:;)
of more detailed information. The principal components and paradigms for building PSEs are presented.
The discussion of the future is given in three parts; future trends, scenarioo for 2010/2025, and research
issues to be addres:;ed.
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1 THE COMPUTING CONTEXT
Solving problems with computers involves three technologies. First is the hardware that executes basic op-
erations (arithmetic, data transfers, logical operations, displays, ... ) very rapidly. Second is the algorithmic
technology which takes a problem as input, and manipulates its data to produce the solution. Algorithms
6fe specified rather abstractly and often involve manipulations which do not exist exactly as (or even close
to) basic operations in the hardware. The final technology is programming which takes abstract algorithms
and expresses them in complete detail so they can be executed approximately by computer hardware. While
programming exists at several levels, e.g., machine language, assembly language, programming ]llllguage
(Fortran, C, Java, ...) and higher (more abstract) levels, we define programming in terms of the currently
common high level programming languages such as Ada, Fortran 90, C, C++, and Java. This class of lan-
guages has been in widespread use for 40 years with a modest rate of evolution and the bulk of programming,
especially for science and engineering, is done I1sing these languages.
1945 1955 1970 1995 2010 2025
Speed (flops) 0.05 3K 20M fiG lOT 5P?
Memory (words) 4K 200K 50M 100G 50P
Store (words) 10M 200M 500G IP 2Q
j; per Billion Adds 600M 250K 20K 70 0.02 0.005 ?
Table 1. Measures and projections of the increase in computer hardware power from 1945 to 202[i. The
specific hardware is a typical high end computer used by a small group of scientists and the abbreviations
used are K=thousand, M=million, G=billioll, T=trillion, P=quadrillion, Q=quinLillion.
Everyone is familiar with the enormous increase in the speed of computer hardware and in other measures
of its power. Table 1 provides a little data about these past increases and some projections for the future.
People are much less familiar with the enormous increase in algorithmic power over the past 60 years. Before
computers there was little incentive to develop powerful algorithms using basic mechanical operations and
one can check that the algorithms known in the 1935-45 period were quite slow by todays standards. This
is illustrated in Table 2 where the time to solve a particular problem using a fl$ed computcT is given for the
period 1945-1985 [Rice, 1976b, Rice, 19921. The problem is to compute the temperature distribution in an
automobile engine block. The progress "stops" in 1985 because the time to solve this problem has fallen





















Table 2. Time required to compute the temperature distribution in an automobile engine block using a
machine with a 1 Gflops processor. For each year it is assumed that the best algorithm known at that time
is used.
The algorithmic progress scen in Table 2 for solving partial differential equations is repeaLed in many problem
areas (Odlyzko, 1995]. The rate and amount of progress depends on the problem area and is especially
dependent on the size of the problem. Thus algorithms for multiplying two lO-digit numbers ha.ve been sped
up by a factor of perhaps 100, but is is implausible to hope for algorithmic speed up here by a rador of 100
million. As problem sizes increase, the effects of algorithm speed up increase and then it is plausible to hope
for speeding up the simulation of an entire automobile by a factor of 1020 even if this is not realistic for a
simple 3D temperature computation.
People a.re also familiar with lack of increase in programming power over the pD.St 40 years. The evolution
of programming languages and aids might have increased programming power by a factor of 5 or lO, some
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people would say the increase is much less. An increase of 2.7% per year yields a factor of 3 increase over 40
years, 6% per year yields a factor of 10 increase. This slow increase hl:lS totally changed the financial nature
of computing. In 1960 the cost of buying and operating hardware dominated computing costs. Today the
cost of programming dominates computing costs.
2 PSEs FOR COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE
2.1 Definitions and Goals
The potential for very high level and powerful problem solving systems for science WflS recognized very
early [Culler and Fried, 1963, Rice and Rosell, 1966, Klerer and Reinfelds, 19681. Inadequate computing
power made such systems unfeasible until the 19805 when serious work began [Rice and Boisvert, 1985,
Ford and Chatelin, 1987]. In April 1991 a research conrerence was held which issued a long report
[Gallopoulos et al., 1992] exploring this field, see also [Gallopoulos et al., 1994a]. The definition of a problem
solving environment (PSE) that emerged is
A PSE is a computer system that provides all the computational facilities necessary to solve a
target class of problems
These facilities include advanced solution methods, automatic or semiautomatic selection of solution methods
and ways to easily incorporate novel solution methods. Furthermore, PSEs usc a language natural for the
problem class and allow users to solve problems without specialized knowledge of the underlying computer
11ll.rdware or software.
The goal of PSE technology is to exploit the existing enormous hardware and algorithm power LO deliver
"cheap and fast" problem solutions. PSEs are one important component of the efforL to remedy the lack of
increase in programming power for science and engineering.
This definition of a PSE can be summarized by the formula
PSE = Natural Language + Solvers + Intelligence + Software bus
where software bus represents the computing infrastructure (machines, systems, networks, ... ) tying every-
thing together. From this definition we see that a PSE must have a natural (for the appliclltion) language
component where the computer system "understands" the user rather than the other way around. Common
mathematic and scientific notations are to be used along wiLh graphical and geometric tools of llll types.
This language forms the user interface of the PSE. The PSE must also have a collection of solvers as there
will not be one single solver that is best (or even effective) for all problems in an interesting class of science
and engineering problems. Individual solvers usually have, in turn, parameters (e.g., step size, tolerance,
priority, polynomial degree, etc.) which adapL the solver to the particular computation at hand. The PSE
must have considerable intelligence and knowledge about the target class of problems, the solvers used and
the underlying computing services. The PSE user is not expected to be able to answer questions such as
• What is the hest solver to usc for this problem?
- What step size is needed to achieve the accuracy required'!
- Which computer should be used?
- Where is the data needed ror this computation?
The b'lgh level and complexity of the PSE performance goals leads to a large and complex software
system. This topic is explored further in Sections 4 and 5. The basic conclusion is that the software
bus uses a layered architecture and a sortware components methodology. Future PSEs will use essentially
all the resources of future computing technologies, e.g., net-centric facilities, dynamic and collaborative
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Figure 1: Publication dates from the bibliography of Gallopoulos (a) by year, (b) cumulative from 1963 LO
1999.
3 STATE OF THE ART IN 2000
Problem solving environments is now a well established methodology for computational science. Rather than
present {I. detailed review of PSEs, we first present a set information sources and brieRy summarb:e their
content. Then we present reviews of a few typical PSEs for computational science.
3.1 Information Sources for PSEs
The PSE web site
http://wvv.cs.purdue.edu/research/pses
provides a definition of PSEs, a reading list (ll items), a list of conferences on PSEs (12 items, 10 since 1991)
and a list of PSE projects in computational science. The latter have a brief description, contact information
and link to the PSE web site. Most of these projects are to create actual PSEs (31 projects), some are to
build infrastructure (11 projects) and a few are related symbolic systems (4 projects).
A book edited by Houstis, Gallopoulos, Rice and Bramley [I-Ioustis et al., 2000b] contains a set of 28
papers which cover a broad range of work on PSEs. Of particular interest in this book is the extensive
bibliography of 415 papers related to PSEs. Figure 1 shows a plot of the paper's publication dates, both by
year and cumulative. This figure shows how the PSE field blossomed once the computing power (and other
infrastrncture) became avaUable in about 1990 to make PSE practical.
Another indication of the state of the PSE field is the number of government research initiatives that
either focus on PSEs or have PSE research as a large component. III the United States there have been such
initiatives from the National Science Foundation and the Department of Energy.
3.2 Example PSEs
Brief descriptions are given of several PSEs, all but one are listed on the PSE web site. The criterion for
selection is primarily to illustrate the variety of PSEs in computational science and engineering.
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Figure 2: The user interface of the BioSoftLab PSE. The machine controlling the equipment is shown at the
upper left.
3.2.1 BioSoftLab
This PSE [Catlin et al., 2000J is an example where the simulation and problem solving are completely hidden
from the user. The uscr interface is a schematic (Figure 2) of the laboratory equipment for experiments
about the separation of products (foods, drugs) to purify them. The display includes the console of the lwo
machines that control the experiment and in one mode the user can actually operate the machines using the
PSE. Another mode of use is complete simulation of the experiment so that computed rather than measured
values are shown on the machine screens. The third mode is to run the equipment and the simulation
simultaneously and to use the simulation to help control the equipment. The need for simulation is that the
purity of the final product is satisfactory before the purity can be measured. Thus, in real applications the
separation process is always run longer than necessary. The simulation allows the separation to be stopped
just when the final product parity will be satisfactory. More information is available at
http;//wvw.cs.purdue.edu/research/cse/softlab/soft1ab-vlabs/softbiolab/
3.2.2 ELLPACK
The original PSE [Rice and Boisvert, 19851 allowed II. user to define an elliptic partial differential equation on
a general 2D domain in a mathematical notation and to have it solved by simply naming the methods to be
used. This PSE was implemented completely in portable Fortran and distributed world wide. ELLPACK has
evolved in seveml directions: (i) to provide a graphical user interface, (ii) to include more elliptic PDE solvers
and to add parabolic/hyperbolic PDE solvers, (iii) to support parallel computation (domain decomposition
and parallel numerical algorithms), (iv) to have II. web server interface, and (v) to have a highly modular and
layered software architecture (scc Figure 3), (vi) to have several sophisticated visualization options, (vii) to
have an illtegrate pcrformance measurement, and (viii) to provide 3D solvers [Houstis et a1., 1998b]. The
total lines of code in these systems has grown to almost 2 million, and easy portability has been lost as user
services bave been enhanced. ELLPACK and its descendents are described at
B
Figure 3: A block diagram of the PELLPACK software architecture.
http://wwy.cs.purdue.edu/ellpack
3.2.3 HiQ
HiQ is a PSE from National Instruments which helps analyze, visualize and document the solution of
science and engineering problems. It is organized as a notebook that is created as a problem is solved,
sophisticated 2D and 3D displays are created in the notebook and can be modified directly. The analysis is
made using the HiQ·Script language, by direct access to MatLab (see below) or by access to user created
objects which encapsulate existing software. HiQ-Script include a wide array of built-in mathematical,
numerical, statistical, visualization and utility functions. HiQ is integrated into the Windows operating
system so generic facilities like Word, Excel and Power Point are available to the notebook environment. For
more information visit the web site
http:/vww.ni.com/hiq/
3.2.4 MATLAB
MATLAB is a PSE from Mathworks based on a programming language for matrix computations. Its
origin traces back to the early 19705 when it was purely an interactive matrix/vector language. It has
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Figure 4: Matlab has specialized interpolation and data gridding functions that operate specifically on
multidimentional data.
evolved by adding good graphics and toolboxes to broaden the problem domains it can address. It is
available on most computing platforms and it includes toolboxes for control systems, databases, financc,
fmo\zy logic, image processing, optimization, partial differential equations, statistics, symbolic mathematics,
etc. MATLAB is probably the most widely used PSE for computational science, many university programs
assume its availability to students. It provides interfaces to a number of generic facilities (web browsers, and
Fortran, Active X) and in the Windows environment uses the word processor to provide a notebook facility.
Figure 4 shows the result of a short MATLAB program to create a plot of a data gridding operation:
»:E1~-2.pl:0.2:0; 12~2.pl:0.2:4·pl; :t3~O:O.2'2.pl;
» (:<1,12.%3J ~ ngdd(11,:r2,13);
»z ~ 11 + G"'F(~C5(2.12.-2}) + 81n(13.·3);
»dlCG(z, [10.::I0.30l. 20, (10,25l )
For more information visit the web site
http://~.math....orks . com/products/matlab
3.2.5 PDEase2D
PDEease is a PSE from Macsyma for solving a wide range of 2D partial differential equation problems.
It uses finite element PDE solvers for elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic equations which may be linear or
nonlinear. The user interface is mathematically oriented, one provides equations, formulas for boundaries,
boundary conditions and parameter values. The grid and time step are selected automatically based on an
internal error estimator, which can also be accessed by the user. The user interface is through the Macsyma
symbolic mathematics system and visualization also uses the Macsyma facilities. The Windows version of
PDEase provides a notebook interface and access to some generic Windows facilities. PDEase2D provides
over 150 sample problems from many application areas. A sample result is shown in Figure 5. For more






Figure 5: Graph of the temperature computed by PDEase2D for {I. heat flow problem.
4 PSE Paradigms
4.1 Software Reuse
One of the design objective of the future class of PSEs will be the use of scalable libraries as building blocks
for creating seamless scientific applications that enable users to define the application I/O via a multi-media
user interface that uses a geographically distributed infrastructure consisting of heterogeneous resources
where some of them could be HPC servers. There are different definitions of software reuse. Some defini-
tions refer to interoperability between software modules or components to describe reuse. Others address the
portability of components from one application or platform to another. Interoperability and cross-platform
portability certainly arc among the incentives for code reuse. To realize this objective we must develop
tools Lhat enhance reuse and enable layered approaches to application development. In the case of sequen-
tial applications CORBA and OLE help integrate sofLware components and give interoperability between
packages and languages. Java delivers them with its Write Once, Run Anywhere capability. Spedfically,
the JavaBeans component model and the standard Java APls developed collaborativcly within the software
industry, together form a powerful spring-board for software reuse across three dimensions: reuse across
applications, reuse across tools, reuse across architectural layers.
In parallel programming there are no commercial tools that support software reUse other the various
BLAS. The Purdue group has developed some methodologies and tools to support softwa.re reuse in the
context of PDE stationary computations. Specifically, they have formulated two parallel frameworks to
reuse the discretization components of sequential elliptic PDE solvers. These parallel reuse methodologies
follow the "divide-and--conquer" computational paradigm and are based on a non-overlapping decomposition
of the problem domain. They primarily enllble rapid prototyping of parallel applicaLions by reusing legacy
scientific code. They are aimed at signilica.ntly speeding up the existing computational PDE models while
preserving the integrity of the legacy code and thereby maintaining confidence in the computed solutions.
More general tools are needed in this area.
4.2 Natural Languages
Several attempts have be made to increase the level a user specifies the problem and the associated computa-
tions. Some results of these efforts include specialized language interfaces associated with PSE like ALPAL,
ELLPACK, MatLab, Mathemll.tica, Maple, CAPSE, etc. The dream here is to develop a language that
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allows the user to specify an "outline" of the problem and the associated computations. The difficulty asso-
ciated with these languages is the specification of the geometric artifacts involved in the problem definition.
There are several environments that handle this part. Unfortunately, they tend to be closed systems and the
communication between a customized language processor and them is difficult to impossible. Purdue hns
made an effort in this direction to define B. PDE language [Weerawarana, 1994). We append its specification
for completeness. It is based on a well known system called Maxima. The integration of natural language
interfaces to application environments will be one of the biggest breakthroughs. However, we feel that it is
several decades away.
4.3 Collaboratory Problem Solving
The predicted growth of computational power and network bandwidth suggests that computational modeling
and experimentation will be one of the main tools in big and small science. In this scenario, computational
modeling will shift from the current single physical component design to the design of a whole physical
system with a large number of components thB.t have different shapes, obey different physical laws and
manufacturing constraints, and interact with each other through geometric and physical interfaces. For
example, the analysis of an engine involves the domains of thermodynamics (gives the behavior of the gases
in the piston-cylinder assemblies), mechanics (gives the kinematics and dynamic behaviors of pistons, links,
cranks, etc.), structures (gives the stresses and strains on the parts) and geometry (gives the shape of the
components IlOd the structural constraints). The design of the engine requires that these different domain-
specific analyses interact in order to find the final solution. The different domll.ins share common parameters
and interfaces but each has its own parameters and constraints. We refer to these multi-component based
physical systems as multi-physics applications (MPAs). The realization of the above scenario, which is
expected to have signif1cant impact in industry, education, and training, will require the development of new
a.lgorithmic stmtegics and software for managing the complexity and harvesting the power of the expected
HPCC (High Performance Computing and Communication) resources. It will require PSE technology to
support programming-in-the-Iarge and reduce the overhead of HPCC computing. In the near ruture we
will see the development of generic fTB.meworks for the numerical simulation of multi-physics applications
and the development of enabling theories and technologies needed to support and realize this Framework in
specific applications. The MPSE (Multiphysics PSE) is the software implementation of this framework. It is
assumed thllt its clements are discipline-specific problem solving environments. The MPSE design objective
is to allow the natural speciflcation of multi-physics applications and their simulation with interacting PSEs
through mathematical and software interfaces across networks of computational resources.
4.4 Netcentric Computing
Rapid advances in modern networking technologies and commodity high performance computing systems
are leading the field of computing in a new paradigm referred to as network-based computing (NC). This
paradigm views a large number of geographically distributed computer resources such as PCs, workstations,
Symmetric Multi-processors (SMPs) and Massively Parallel Processing (MPP) systems connected through
a high speed network as a single meta-computer or computational grid.
The scientific computing community established in the 1970s the concept of the software library and in-
troduced procedures for testing and disseminating such artifacts that have evolved in international standards.
Current information technologies allow the easy development and integration of CUI interfaces, domain spe-
cific textual and visual languages, visualization libraries, portllble computational libraries, knowledge bases
and other related technologies. These technologies already allow the user to CA-ploit the power of the hard-
ware resources while reducing the overhead of speciFying and visualizing the results of a simulation. These
developments have led to the concep!. of a Problem Solving Environment (PSE) that promises to provide
industrial scientists and engineers with environments Ilnd seamless integration mechanisms allowing them
to spend more time doing science and engineering rather than doing "computing". Now, the NC paradignl
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promises to put the PSE technology at the figure tips of any scientist and engineer anytime and anywhere.
The first NC panu::ligm is the so-called remote computing. In this scen6.rio, the software usage is not viewed
as a commodity but as service. The computational service provider will offer to the user all the resources
that s/he needs to solve his/her problem in some "natural" form. In this context, we will see the develop-
ment and implementation of the virtual scientific library and computational server concepts. The reali:r,ation
of these paradigms require the study of the related issues of accounting and Quality of Services (QoS). In
the context of internet computing, locating/selecting the computational resources/services out of high-level
specifications of the user problem/application becomes an important issue. We predict that the concept of
portal for NC will emerge and evolve into a popular scientiRc computing e-business.
Tlle process of prototyping is part of every scientific inquiry, product design, and learning activity. The
new economic realities require the rapid prototyping of manufactured artifacts and rapid solutions to prob-
lems with numerous interrelated elements. This, in turn, requires the fast, accurate simulation of physical
processes and design optimization using knowledge and computational models from multiple disciplines
(multi-physics and multi-scale models) in science !:lnd engineering. Thus, the realization of rapid multidis-
ciplinary prototyping is the new grand challenge. In these applications the software is often distributed
geographically and the various groups involved have limited knowledge of all software components uscd to
simulate the atomic elements involved in the prototyping of a composite artifact. In this application scenario
the nlJ,tural computational resource is a "computational grid" that connects the needed distributed hardware
and software resources used to simulate the elements of the artifact. Some variations of this application sce-
nario have bccn addressed in the context of cluster computing (LAN based computational grids). However,
the mapping and execution of such computations on an internet computational grid involving hundreds of
heterogeneous nodes distributed across enterprises is still at the proof of concept stage; it involves many
unresolved research issues. Moreover, it is unclear whether the current distributed computing technologies
can support scalable, robust, and secure internet computing. We envision the design and implementation
of PSE frameworks specialized for network computing based primarily on the proxy computing paradigm,
utilizing primarily existing middleware technologies.
For addressing the requirements of adaptive computations, we will see the utilization of mobile computing
or code shipping paradigms. Research issues involved in the realization of the future PSE for NC t.hat include
methodologies for the incorporation of legacy code, fault tolerance, load balancing, user-interface design, and
security. The internet has long been used for communication. Until recently, there has been little lise of the
network for actual computations. This situation is changing rapidly and will have enormous impact on the
future. The PSE technology described in this report will have a significant role to play in these developments.
It is clear that the old slogan that "The Network is the Computer" is becoming a reality. It will not only
change the way we live, work, learn, and communicate witll each other, but it will change the way we do
computational science and electronic prototyping.
4.5 Intelligence in Computational Science
Complex problems, whether scientific, engineering or societal, are most often solved today by utilizing pub-
lic domain or commercial libraries or some form of problem solving environments. The existing software
is cl13racterized by a significant number of parameters, affecting its efficiency and applicabilHy, that must
be specified by the user. This complexity is significantly increased by the number of parameters associated
with the execution environment. Furthermore, one can create many alternative solutions of the same prob-
lem by selecting different software that implements the various pha.ses of the computation. Thus, the Lask
of selecting the best software and the associated algorithmic/hardware parameters for a particular prob-
lem or computation is often difficult and sometimes even impossible. In [Houstis et al., 1995aJ the Purdue
group had proposed an approach for dealing with this task by II processing" performance data obtained from
" testing" software. The validation of the approach is described in [Houstis et al., 1997b] and realized by an
implementation (referred as KBAS) restricted to a specific performance evaluation study. This experience
made us realize the high level of complexity involved in the algorithmic discovery of knowledge from per-
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formance data and the management of these data together with the discovered knowledge. To address thc
complexity issue together with scalability and portability of this approach, we are presenting a knowledge
discovery in data bases methodology for testing and recommending scientific software which uses emting
database and recommendation technologies. Its implementation is referred to with the acronym PYTHIA-II
[Houstis et aI., 2000a].
Given a problem description from a known class of problems, along with some performance crHeria,
PYTHIA II provides a knowledge based technology for the selection of the most efficient software/machine
pair and estimation of associated parameters involved. Due to its ability to make recommendations by
combining attribute-based elicitation of specified problem and matching them against those of predefined
"dense" population of similar type of problems, we classify PYTHIA II as 6 recommender system. We
believe that the technology of recommender systems or portals as it is known in the e-business word will be
embedded in many scientific PSE in the near future.
5 PSE SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
The PSE software architecture is very much influenced by the structure of the so called "Problem Solving
Process". In this section we consider the problem solving process used when computation is the primary
technique for solving some problem. We consider activities from both the user's viewpoint and the "system's"
viewpoint. What we refer to as the system is the sum total of all software/hardware which is involved in
computationally solving the problem.
Initially, the user must define the problem to the sysLem. In a PSE, this specification is declarative (i.e.,
only indiC60tes the required information and not what to do with it or how to do something with it), symbolic
(i.e., in some abstract form) and in terms that are natural to the problem domain. At this level only the
essential features of the problem are specified; there is no indication of how it is to be solved or any other
solution scheme related information provided. If a PSE already exists for solving this type of problems, then
the user must interact directly with the PSE and solve the problem. Since in this paper we are concerned
with the situation where a PSE is not already available, we will ignore this clISe from now on.
Suppose that while there is no existing PSE for solving the specific problem, there does exist a (large)
collection of problem solving components (i.e., a workbeJlch), including those that are needed Lo solve the
current problem. Then, the user must first combine some of these components to form a custom PSE and
then apply it to solve the problem at hand. In this case, the user must be able to "browse" the available
components, "select" the appropriate ones, and "connect" them to form a custom PSE. Then, to solve the
problem, the user transfers the declarative problem specification to the PSE and interacts with the PSE
appropriately. The final scenario is when only some of the components needed to solve the problem are
already available from a component database. The other needed components must be custom developed.
Thus, the user must "build" the components by writing program code in some form and then connect the
components together to form the PSE, as in the previous scenario.
How does the problem solving environment thus assembled finally solve the problem? The process
involved Cl1n typically be decomposed to the following five stages:
• Declamf.ive problem specijicaf.ion: As described above.
• Computational scripf.: The problem specification must be transformed to some solution algorithm
which, when run, will result in solving the problem. The computational script can be viewed as a high
level, pseudo-code specification of this algorithm. In some instances, this script may 110t be explicit,
but it is usually present nevertheless.
• High-level programming language. program: The computational script must be executed by either in-
terpreting it directly or by translating it to II. program in some traditional high level programming
language.
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• Problem solvers (libraries, servers): The problem solvers are the components that do the real work for
solving the problem. These arc invoked from the high level language or by the script interpretatiou
process.
• aSs/networks/utilities: The lowest level is the traditional computing platform on which the problem
solvers execute.
While PSEs a.re a special type of software, they do share many properties with other large scale integrated
software environments such lIS Microsoft Office. Clearly, there already exist many software frameworks which
support the development of such systems, including Microsoft OLE, OpeuDoc, CaRRA, and .JavaBEANS.
There is also a large body of existing work on distributed communication environments such as RPC, MPI,
and Glish. However, none of these systems completely addresses the somewhat unique infrastructure needs of
problem solving environments. The Purdue group has proposed a kernel for building PSEs referred as PPK
[Weerawarana et aL, 1994]. A recent project called PSEWare by a consortium lead by Indiana. University
is researching kernels for building PSEs as well and a.ppears to use an architecture very similar to PPI(, at
least at the design specification levcl.
The goal of the Purdue PSE Kernel is to develop a sortware kernel that can be used to build PSEs that
support the problem solving process described above. This goal is realized by the following components:
• PSE architecture: PPK defines and supports a powerful, extendable PSE a.rchitecture. All the compo-
nents of PPK and the resulting PSEs assume and support this architecture.
• PSE component database and browser: The component database and browser allow users to view
existing PSE components as well as to illiltall new components into the component database.
• PSE composer. The composer is essentially a very high-level programming facility where the user
programs in a data flow manner. Composing components selected from the component database is
expected to be the likely approach to building custom PSEs.
• Electronic notebook The problem solving process typically involves multiple steps and a solution path
determined by trial-and-error. The electronic notebook serves as the central recording and access envi-
ronment for monitoring, controlling and steering this process. An cmbedded programming environment
allows users to program (or script) a sequence of operations to be performed during a problem solving
process.
• Object manager. The problem solving process involves many objects including the problem input
objects, the solution objects and the output objects. The object manager is the database which
manages these components for the user and for the PSE components.
• PSE component builder. The components (tools) of a PSE are what provide the real compuLing mus-
cle to it. The component building process involves using the appropriate da.ta object standards for
input and output and implcmenting the component's internal functionality using whatever toolkits arc
provided by the environment.
• Language kernel: The language kernel is a toolkit with which one can build the application specific
la.nguage with which the user may interact with the PSE.
• Software. bus: The softwme bus is the underlying "glue" that supports the integration and opemtion
of the PPK framework outlined above.
The a.rchitecture of PSEs supported by PPK is a.lso based on the levels of computa.tion as Figure 6.
That is, a PSE build with PPK will have roughly the layers present illustrated in Figure 6. Each layer in
this model contains a collection of tools. The tools interact within a level via well-defined object interfaces.
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Figure 6: Layered Architecture of PPK.
For example, at the high-level programming language level, the word "tool" may refer to a function while
"object interface" may refer to some "standard" data structures and function signatures. Interaction across
levels occurs in some abstract specification language or by some automated process that translates a set of
tools and objects from one layer to the representations used at a different layer. Clearly the key Lhen is
to allow the integration of the various pieces to form the comprehensive, integrated system that provides
problem solving facilities to the user. Software that provides such integration frameworks is typically called
1J middleware" and PPK can be viewed at as a middleware system for PSEs.
Building a PSE using PPK requires one to customize it by configuring the core components (soft.ware
bus, notebook and object manager) of PPK appropriately and by developing any necessary tools. The result
is a customized framework into which application-specific components can be integrated conveniently. The
description of the implementation of the PPK is given in [Weerawarana et al., 19941.
6 FUTURE TRENDS
The PITAC (Presidential Information Technology Advisory Committee) report [White House, 1999] pub-
lished recently in the United States, devotes a section to high-end computing. Following we present the
findings and the recommendations published in PITAC report for this area. As a result of this report the
Information Technology funding initiative has been launched by NSF this year. One can view these findings
and recommendations as defining the future trends in computational science in general. They call for an
extension of the HPCC initiative driven by petaflop performance machines. The experience with HPCC
suggests that a new generation of software and algorithms must be developed to take advantage of the
computational resources that will be provided by the new generation hardware. A critical observer will
conclude that the only lasting breakthrough produced by the HPC initiative at the software level was the
MPI communication standard and several algorithmic technologies.
The realization of the PITAC recommendations ,viII require the development of new algorithmic strategies
and software for managing the complexity and harvesting the power of the expected high performance
resources; it will require PSE technology to support progro.mming-in-the-Iarge and reduce the overhead of
HPC computing.
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6.1 PITAC Findings for High-End Computing
The successes of the HPCC program have led to widespread use of computational simulation and modeling
as a means to understand natural phenomena and to explore and optimize engineering designs. Over the
next few decades, computation will become even more essential to the Nation's fundamental and llpplicd
science and engineering endeavors, both civilian and military. Currently, the extreme high-end of computing
is done under the auspices of focused mission agencies such as the Department of Energy (DOE), while
widespread academic research is primarily sponsored by the National Science Foundation (NSF). Both for
the sake of fundamental scientific research and to enable applications to benefit from the research, the
research community needs access to systems at the leading edge of capability. The power or these systems
should be comparable to that of systems-like the DOE Accelerated Strategic Computing Initiative (ASCI)
systems available to the mission agencies. Furthermore, if the scientific community is to continue to benefit
from high-end computing, it is important to ensure that there are enough computer and computational
scientists to collaborate in making leading-edge computation an effective research tool.
Finding: High-end computing is essential to science and engineering research.
Finding: High-end computing is an enabling element oj the United States national security program.
Finding: New applications oj high-end computing are ripe for explorntion.
Finding: Innovations are required in high-end $1Jstems and application-developmen~software, algorithm.s,
programming methods, component te.chnologies, and computer architecture.
Finding: The high-end computing capability available to the ciuiJian science and engineering community
is Jalling dangerously behind the state of the art.
6.2 PITAC Recommendations for High-End Computing
In high-end computing as in other areas of information technology, we need more fundamental research
- the kind of ground breaking, high-risk research that will provide tlle ideas and method:; for new disci-
plinary paradigms a decade or more in the future. Our greatest needs are improving systems software and
algorit.hm-Ievel software support at the high end, exploring innovative architectures and devices, and making
it possible for the academic research community and the Federal Government to conduct essential research
and development on computers of the highest possible performance.
Recommendation: F'und Research into Innovaf.ive Computing Technologies and Architectures.
Recommendation: F'und R&D on software to improve the performance oj high-end computing.
Recommendation: Drive high-end computing research by trying to attain a sustained petafiops & petafiops
on Teal applications by 2010 through a balance oj software and hardware strategies.
Recommendation: F'und the. acquisition of the most powerJul high-end computing systems to support
science and engineering research.
7 FUTURE PROJECTIONS FOR 2010 & 2025
7.1 The Next Decade
We project that
• Future computational paradigm for "small" and "large scale" numerical computations will be based
on a cost-effective pooling of local- or wide-area-networked resources including small and large scale
machines.
• Remote computing services Ilnd servers will support primarily the future numerical computing for
research, education, and electronic prototyping
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• The next computational challenge is the class of multidisciplinary applications and the concurrent
design of composite artifacts.
• The human-computer interfaces and interaction will resemble more the interfaces of today's simulators
for commercial aircraft, military systems, and games. Full-immersion environments are beginning to
explore these arens.
• The future PSEs wilt look like sophisticated CAD systems today where the "elements" will instantiate
both geometric and physical properties.
• Natural languages will be part of every interface of a library.
• Portals will manage most of the sofl;>.vare and compute servers.
The above projections coincide with ma.ny of the objectives of the 5th European framework for research,
the vision articulated in the report PITAC (see above) and the US IT2 information technology funding
initiative for the twenty-first century. These visions are consistent with the current impact of internet
and web in many human activities. The outcome of this vision has the potential to empower the average
engineer and scientist, affect the prototyping of manufacturing artifacts, and revolutionize engineering and
science education. It will not only impact 'big" science but the R&D of many SMEs (small manufacturing
enterprises) in the manufacturing sector. The realization of this vision in the area of computational science
and engineering can not be achieved with the existing software and algorithmic infrastructure only. The
current remote computing infrastrudure does not scale, it is not secure, it can not handle highly interactive
applications, the re-use of legacy software for remote computing needs rethinking, it is not robust, since it
involves heterogeneous and non-fault tolerance computing resources, it does not guarantee qUl:l.lity of services.
All these issues are magnified in the context of the proxy computing paradigm.
7.2 PSEs in 2025
Projections for 25 years in the future are not expected to be accurate, they only present reasonable possi-
bilities. The combined errect of the better hardware and algorithms will be to deliver at least a million fold
increase in computing power. For complex applications (e.g., simulating an airplane or living organism), the
increase in computing power will be much more, from a billion fold to a. trillion fold.
PSEs will be one of six new enabling technologies that will emerge to exploit this computing power. The
role of PSEs will be to deliver this power to people in a form they can easily use. The other five enabling
technologies arc:
• Computational intelligence and discovery.
• Hybrid environments of real and simulated devices.
• Total high speed information access and recall.
• Micm/nano machines and computers.
• The natural languages of science and engineering used for "programming" applications.
These six technologies support and interact with one another. No doubt there will be several more that we
do not foresee at this time.
The impact of these advances on science and engineering will be very large. There are several obvious
directions of evolution that ,viII occur as a result of increasing hardware and algorithm power.
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• Numerical models will be.rome more accurate and more complete.
More grid points, more particles, longer times, etc., will be used. More accurate (higher order) nu-
merical models will be used. More physical, chemical, etc., phenomena will be incorporated into the
models. Three and four dimensional simulations will become commonplace.
• Optimization of designs through simulation will become. commonplace.
• Devices will become controlled by computers.
These will range from the commonplace (cars, stoves, lawn mowers, ...) to large industrial opera-
tions (blast furnaces, pharmaceutical production, fa.rming) to very sophisticated (medical procedures,
telescopes, airplanes, human organs, ... )
• The computing environment will be.rome highly parallel and highly distributed.
Most people will not be aware of which server is supplying the computer cycles, algorithm power or
infonnation they are using.
To eA--plore the impact of these advances on science and engineering, we pose and answer live quesLions.
• Will people. solve. all science/engineering problems just by asking a psm
No. Recall that a PSE encapsulates problem solvers that are well underslood and routine. Thus aPSE
might appear to be magic for a high school student or someone from the 1960s, but the frontiers of
science is full of problems that are not well understood and whose solution is not routine.
• Will there be. enough power to solve all those problems we do understanell
No There are problems whose computational requirements are so huge that they will remain open for
many decades.
• What will a university student be doing with a psm
For example, a civil engilleering student could be given the specifications of a river and surrounding
terrain and asked to design a bridge across the river. The specifications could be difficult, e.g., cliffs,
deep water, fast current, wide river, etc. The student is asked to evaluate not only design and loca-
tion, but also competing technologies, e.g., reinforced concrete, steel structures, lightweight composite
materials, ... The student will specify the design, location, and materials, then the PSE would complete
the details and finally compute the actual designs. The student (or professor) would then evaluate the
student's skill on the basis of cost, strength, esthetics, durability, etc.
• What will be a routine use. of a PSE for a wor1.:ing engineer or scienti8t?
Two examples are: (1) Specification of a building: requirements and a rough design will result in
a complete set of plans (including details or electrical, heat, access, etc.). These will be reviewed
by the architect (and the customer) using virtual reality, and several rounds or review will result in
the final plans. (2) Determination of chemical reactions: The initial chemicals and environment are
specified along with the final chemical compound. The PSE will explore reactions that produce the
desired compound. Such a computation has very high complexity, so many "long" chains of reactions
are found only with great effort (even for 2025 computers). The chemist can look at initial results,
determine those that seem promising, ask to obtain 'intermediate" compounds that seem relevant, and
gradually uncover a long chain.
• What will be a difficult challenge for a PSE in 2025?
As complexity grows slowly, the computing power required grows rapidly. Further, as complexity grows
the probability of involving a poorly understood physical phenomenon increases. These arc common
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physical phenomena that, so far, cannot be simulated from the first principles because these principles
arc unknown. Examples include ordinary friction between ma.terials, the breakup of a stream of liquid
into a spray of drops, the propagation of a crack in a material, the chemical reactions that occur
when gasoline burns. Consider, for example, the design and simulation of a gas turbine engine. It
has perhaps 30,000 parts and there are many extreme physical conditions present. The latter requires
very fine numerical models for accurate simula.Lion. Even if every physical and chemical process in the
engine were understood perfectly, it is likely that a PSE (or any other compuLing environment) could
produce an accurate (say, one part in a thousand for all interesting variables) simulation in the year
2025 after days or weeks of computation. But there are several physical phenomena in an engine that
are not understood well enough, e.g., how cracks form and propagate in the blades, how the fuel spray
develops, how the jet fuel burns.
8 RESEARCH ISSUES FOR 2000-2010
Research iliSues in eleven general areas are listed and briefly discussed; these range from studying the nature
of problem solving to finding better PSE architecture:; and construction methodologies. Specific research
issues arc italicized and usually phrased as questions.
8.1 Models of Problem Solving
Communication between humans and PSEs is critical in problem solving. Currently PSEs follow the tra-
ditional scientific practice of requesting that problems be stated in a somewhat standard form. Indeed,
achieving this in a natnral way is still a challenge for many PSEs. A basic research issue is: Which ftmctions
should be perfoT7Tl£l1 by humans and which by tile PSE! People normally has a large context in mind when
they start on problem solving; they use "fuzzy" sketches and back-of-the-envelope analyses to get started.
How can context and ad hoc, fuzzy information be incorporated into the PSE! Are there easier and mOTe
powerful ways to commun'ieate about scientific problem solvinH?
Problem solving is often an iterative process involving changing specifications, strategies, and goals. How
can computer power in information processing be used to track the p7'Obiem solving process, to organize it for
review by the human, and for analysis by the PSE:! How ean relevant information from PSE operations be
gathered for algorithm developers and PSE architects? How ean data mining be applied to this infonnation
to improve the effectiveness of the PSEs? Addressing these research issues probably requires 0. systematic
framework for representing the problem formula.tion and solving process.
8.2 Recommender Systems for Knowledge Discovery
Recommender systems are to provide advice a.nd options in problem formulation, algorithm selection, com-
puter resource allocation and similar areas. To deliver the advice is much easier than to gather or create
the knowledge which is the basis of the advice. Systems are needed for many particular domains ranging
from well understood ones like the execution time performance of direct linear solvers to poorly understood
ones like the effectiveness of general, large-scale optimization systems. Detailed performance and bE!havior
models are needed for all aspects of problem solving, from algorithms to computing resources to network
behavior to problem formulations. Which domains have the best prospects for effe.ctive TeaJmmendations?
Which data mining (knowledge dismvery) techniques are most effective? How 'is the underlying data for
knowledge discovery collected and represente& Can ordinary PSE use provide useful data for the l..-nowledge
bases? Can generic recommender systems be constrocted analogous to systems for symbolic computations
or visualization? Can the models of problem solving be used to anticipate a person's needs for advice? Can
recommender systems be used to improve a person's skills as well as assisting with particular issues? It is
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clear that providing some degree of intelligence to PSEs is a long term research program that is now in its
very early stages.
8.3 Collaborative Problem Solving
Collaboration is very common in problem solving involving multiple people, software and hardware. PSEs
should support tracking and recording the actions, activities and information of problem solving. They should
also facilitate the collaboro.tion process and assist ill coordinating disparate algorithms, scientific disciplines
and computer systems. How can the record of collaborations be represented and effedively presented to the
people? What levels of control over the collaboration should be given to multiple users? to computational
grids? to the psm How can PSEs for different problem domains and from different disciplines be brought
into collaborative problem solvini! Collaboration support must he an integral pa.rt of PSE design. Views of
the state of a collaboration mll.'lt be available for diverse people to study, annotate and communicate. How
can ma.ster control be managed in such Cf)mputations? How is authority delegatetP. /Jaw are dynamic people,
software and hardware resources identified and managea!
8.4 Interoperability and Openness
Future computational science applications will be very complcx, operating in dynamic and heterogeneous
environments. PSEs must be able to use highly interoperable problem-solving service providers. How can
generic desktop tools be integrated into PSEs? There will be a paradigm shift in scientific software as the
emphasis changes from "bricks" to "glue", from atomic problem solving components to the methodology for
combining components dynamically and in unanticipated ways. PSEs that completely define their interfaces
in advance cannot operate and evolve in future computational environments. How can this plug-and-play
paradigm be implemente& /Jow can interface standards be both efficient and Cf)mpletely open? What form
should these standards take? It is estimated that making code reusable increases the cost of development
by 30% to 50%. How can the computational science community create reward mechanism (financial or
otherwise) that encourage both commercial and non-profit developers to create reusable software components.
Truly enormous computational science software systems will be constructed in the 2000-2010 period. These
programs cannot be written from scratch, not even major governments can afford this expense. How are
PSEs to be designed so thelJ can be integrated smoothly as components of such systems? Can we avoid
dictating that common data structures be used throughout such systems? What are the costs of optimizing
the interface connections used in object-oriented components? Can compiler-like methods be 'USed to lcvemge
the plug-and-play paradigm and yet provide the efficiency needed in enormous computations?
8.5 Sharing Large, Standard Components
The library concept has been very successful for encapsulating algorithms for widespread reuse. We have
just seen that reuse must be extended to larger and more complex components such as those for data
visualization, symbolic mathematics, geometric design, data mining, and document prepamtion. A new
vision for computational science is to combine multiple computing paradigms dynamically to raise the power
in problem solving. Perhaps the most important single part of this vision is to make the large components
completely and easily reusable. Once we clln do this then we will know better how to reuse more specialized
components. How can component developers Cf)llabomte and share software creations? What economic




Implicit in the previous area is that problem solving will be netcentric, the computing environment will be
completely distributed with its details invisible to ordinary users or programs. The components of PSEs will
themselves be distributed to use remote instruments and software servers interchangeably and automatically.
How will components oj a PSE migrate over the network? What are the costs and constraints in migration?
How are suitable seroers (hardware or software) identifietI! How do PSEs compensateJor components that fail
remotely, perhaps with no warning or diagnost'ic injormation? How can practical uscr interfaces be provided
Jor such PSEs? It is plausible that within the 2000-2010 decade that all the large standard computational
science PSE components (as well as many PSEs) will be available as network servers. How can existing "single
machine" PSEs exploit netcentric computing? When code goes to a machine of unknown characteristics
(e.g., shared memory multiprocessor, distributed memory multiprocessor, single vector processor, etc.) it
is unlikely tllaL the code can benefit from the advantages that various characteristics provide. How can
algorithms and/or PSEs adapt to changing characteristics oj the hardware? the software? One advantage of
service providers is that they have their own code, but there can still be constraints or assumptions about
the impact/output for the user. How can network serocrs jor computational science interjace with PSEs
which use a variety of data structures and representations?
8.7 Validation of Computations
The validation of computational science PSE results is critical, yet minimal effort is spent by users or PSEs
to check that the answers are correct. We still primarily rely 011 checking against experimental resulLs. Yet
the cosLs of experiments is increasing while the cost of computation is decreasing. As a result, more and
more results are being accepted as correct without independent validation. Errors can occur in problem
formulaLion, computational methods, low level sorLware systems and ill hardware. Some mechanisms already
exist for error checking in robust PSEs and sometimes automatic compensation is possible. However, some
errors cannot be handled automatically by currently known mechanisms and users are less and less able
to understand errors that occur deep in ever larger sorLware systems. What mechanisms can provide high
reliability for PSE results? How can PSEs best assist in validating results? Are there one or a few general
approaches to validation that are applicable to a 1lJide variety oj computational science problems? Or must
each type oj problem and subproblem be studied separately? It is often difficult in a single-platform PSEs
even to determine what failed. Can Juture PSE information gathering subsystems be used to help identify
the location and nature oj e'TTOrs? How best can PSEs implement check-pointing and restart approaches Jor
error corredion? Can the check-point information be a high level representation of the computation 'instead
of just a "memoJ1l dump"? Is it possible to create a generic val'idation, error handling, exception handling
and check-point/restart component Jar use in PSEs?
8.8 Performance Management
Performance management includes the usual issues of selecting appropriate computing resources for aPSE.
In computational science there is a deeper component of performance management, namely how to tailor the
computation at hand ror high performance on the available resources. Small changes in the formulation of
a problem or the representation of some aspect of it can have huge effects on performance. Computational
science involves many applications where high performance is critical and yet PSEs tend to hide information
about the sources of poor performance from users. For example, in a symbolic mathematics computation,
the expansion of an algebraic expression can cause an invisible explosion in the size of the underlying data
structures. The user only learns that the system has ran out of memory or tha.t the wait for results is
unacceptable. Usually no clue is given about how to improve the performance. What mechanism can be
developed so uses can get answers to questions like:
• Is there a problem with the performance?
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• What are the resource limits that caU3e performance problems?
• When should the computation be finishe&
• How much beUer will the PSE perform if more resources are provided.
The tracking of the problem solving process provides a natural place for performance information to be
collected and made available to the user, How can low level performance information be collected and
aggregated for high level display to a USEr? As PSE components migrate over the network, one expects
changes in performance. But one also expects some type of "portability of performance", that is, performance
should not change dramatically just by switching to another computing resource of similar capability. Thus,
if one goes from using 20 processors and 50 gigabytes of memory to wing 10 processors and 15 gigabytes of
memory, one expects the performance to decrease some, perhaps by a factor of 1.5 to 4, but one dol:'-s not
expect performance to decrease by a factor of 100 without some obvious explanation. How can one measU1'e
performance portability for PSEs? Can software and its underlying algorithms be modified to provide better
pErformance portabiJ.ity?
8.9 The Languages for Basic Science
Science has developed a standard language (with many sub-dialects for different sub-fields) for itself. APSE
should usc this language, this is part of the definition of a PSE. Some parts of this language are widely
implemented (symbolic mathematics, numerical algorithms), but some are not. In particular, COmp\lter
languages for geometry are quite primitive and, no surprise, complex geometry is the single most difficult
aspect of computational science. There are no language facilities that reflect the common geometry operations
that people use in problem solving. Consider, for example, the simple phrases "usc this shape", "join these
curves", "cut this curve into 5 smooth pieces", "make these 2 points corners so as to fit the data", and "let
:J: be a point near the center of this domain". Mesh and grid generators are used to discretize geometry
but this software is very complex, less than completely robust, and sometimes provides unnatural results.
Is is possible to create a generic, natural geometnJ language and system'! If so, how can it be done? If not,
what are the best alternatives? Can we even make mesh/grid generators in 3D which are generic, robust and
reflect natural EXPectations? Can such geometry languages be integrated into language systems for symbolic
and numerical mathematics?
A second shortcoming of PSE language is the lack of flexibility and provisions for "fuzziness" that
people usc in natural communication. Part of this is that PSE languages for science have not tried to
adopt the capabilities that are available in other areas. Part of this is that no one has tried to systematize
the languages that scientists usc in describing scicncc problems. Can these natural languages attributes be
incorporated into a language for basic science? If so, how difficult is it? A language for basic science should
include "everything" up to about the second year of university mathematics. This material forms a common
foundation for communication among scientists. In addition, the various suhfields of science, e,g., physics,
geology, and mechanical engineering, each has a language (call it jargon) or their own of a similar level.
A PSE involving mechanical engineering should use the jargon natural for this field. Can tlie jargons of
the science subfields be processed by PSEs? The long term objective of thesc basic science languages is to
participatc linguistically in a discussion with scientists using a blackboard, Can we incorporate into aPSE
language the capability to understand a blad:.boanJ. discussion?
If such a basic science language were available in PSEs, then we might be able to carry out a long
term dream in computational sciences: reprogram the legacy codes that people depend on now. This
reprogramming is very unlikely to ever be done if traditional languages (i.e., Fortran, C, Java, ...) arc to be
used.
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8.10 Education and Levels of Abstraction
Science and engineering education starts from very basic roots and grows, through branching, to higher and
higher levels. This occurs both on a very broad scale (all of science, say) and on much smaller discipline
or technical specialty scales (e.g., solving partial differential operations or designing internal combustion
engines). This tree structure should be reflected in the PSEs that support science and engineering. Users
should be able to build on their skills and move easily to more advaJlced and specialized PSEs. IJow can
the transition from "basic" PSEs to "advanced" PSEs be made easy for users? Would connections between
PSEs at different le.vels hinder or help the use of PSEs? Would ba.sic PSEs need to be extreme.ly stable in
amtent and operation in orner to fill an eduention role? If so, who would decide when and how they would
change? Closely related to education levels are levels of abstraction in a PSE. One might, at a high level,
just want to see the basic equations involved. Another person might want to examine the lower levels such as
(1) how the equations are discretized, (2) what arc the parameters of an iteration, (3) how are the unknowns
distributed among the machines and their memories. How enn one represent the different levels so one enn
eu.sily move between them? Are the representations tied to specific languages or terminologies? Are the.re
execution performance penalties associated with multiple levels of abstmction?
8.11 PSE Architecture and Construction
Once all the above considerations are evaluated and decisions are made about what a PSE should be, then
one has to decide on how to build it. The PSE architecture clearly involves both "bricks" and "glue"
but there must also be a larger scale, overall plan. Are there PSE frameworks suitable for a variety of
applications? Are some architect1l1'eS more suited for software component reuse than others? How enn one
build a problem specific PSE dynamically? Who will create the infrastructure and generic middleuJare needed
for PSE construction? Are domain specific standards, data structures, and interfaces likely to be in conflict
with their generic counter parts? Can one create PSE factories? Are there ways to put components together
to make a PSE work properly and then later S1Jstematically optimize the efficiency of the interfaces between
components? Using a component based, multi·level approach to PSE architecture is natural. Are there
signifiennt differences if some components are "real" instead of "simulated"? Can PSEs adjust the senle of
physical devices so that people can obscure and control activities that are very fast, very slow, very big, very
small, etc.? What are the economics of using real versus simulaled components?
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10 APPENDIX
In this report we have made the claim that PSEs will playa significant role in supporting netcentric computing
in the near future. To illustrate this vision we append the description of three such PSEs: NetSolve, WebFlow
and WebPDELab. This mEl.terial is taken from the book [Dongarra et al., 2000].
A NetSolve: Network-enabled Solvers
A.I Motivation and History
The current software usage model entails three basic phases: i) obtaining the software (locating and/or
purchasing, investigating licensing, import and export restrictions, etc.) ii) installing the sofLware, and
finally, iii)using the software. In addition to these mundane tasks, maintenance of the software system is also
necessary to ensure that the latest versions arc being used and to attain patches and bug fixes. The NetSolve
project, undenvay at the University of Tennessee at Knoxville and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory had
very humble beginnings. Its original goal was to alleviate domain scientists of this tedium when trying to
use numerical software, particularly on multiple platforms. And so it began, a sole interface, MatllJ.b, with
access to solver routines from the LAPACK library. The first major release of NetSolve was in 1995.
Today, NetSolve has evolved into one of the leading research projects in the area of Grid computing. Its
various interfaces provide uniform access to IJ.n assortment of software toolkits and libraries. These libraries
come from a diverse sphere of influence, ranging from mathemll.tical solvers to more eclectic domains like
microbiology and image visualization. Currently at version 1.2 released in the fall of 1998, the NetSolvc
system receives continual enhancements and feature upgrades. A beta version of 1.3 was available in the fall
of 1999 with a non-betll. distribution slated for release in the early spring of 2000. The NetSolve software is
freely available and can be downloaded, along with additional documentation and related papers, at:
http://vww.cs.utk.edu/netsolve
A.2 The NetSolve Philosophy
As research scientists continue efforts to harness as much computational resources and power as possible,
NetSolve continues to position itself in the midst of it all. As the system becomes more enhanced and,
unfortunately, more complicated, there are certain fundamentals that we try to maintain in our NetSolve
system. The first and foremost is that the system is very easy to deploy and usc. The thing that should be
furthest from the thoughts of the middleware user is how to incorporate software that in and of itself, he is
not interested in. What he really wants is the software and hardware resources that the middleware makes
available to him. Although simplicity is of the essence, the interface must still be intricate enough to meet
the full needs of its users. NetSolvc exerts much effort to do the impossible; be simplistic yet complicated
at the same time. We have manEl.ged to achieve what we believe to be an adequate, if not. perfect, balance
between the two.
Another perspective of NetSolve concerns the integration and usage of other grid computing infrastruc-
ture. As opposed to re-inventing the wheel, we try to leverage on the accomplishments of the grid computing
community at large. But all our designs ensure that we are dependent on none of these systems. Should
their resources be available in any of our users' domains, we gladly take advantage of them, but the NdSolve




Figure 7: The NetSolve System.
A.3 NetSolve Infrastructure
A.3.1 The Big Picture
As depicted by Figure 7, NetSolve is of a client/agent/server design in which the client issues requests to
agents who allocate servers to service those requests; the server(s) then receives inputs for the problem, does
the computation and returns the output parameters to the client. The NetSolvc client-user gains ucccss
to limitless software resources without the tedium of installation and maintenance. Furthermore, NetSolve
facilitates remote access to computer hardware, possibly high-performance supercomputers with complete
opacity. That is to say that the user does not have to possess knowledge of computer networking and the
like to use NetSolve. In fact, he/she does not even have to know remote resources are involved. Features
like fault-tolerance and load balancing further enhance the NetSolve system. In the secLions below, we offer
a brief discussion of the thrce aforementioned components.
A.3.2 The Client Interfaces
A major concern in designing NetSolve was to provide severo.l interfaces for a wide range of users and flex-
ibility. NetSolve can be invoked via C, Fortran, :MATLAB and Ma.thematica interfaces (the Mathematica
interface is available only on Win32 client platforms). In the past, we supported a Java Application Pro-
gramming Interface (API) and web-based Graphical User Interface (GUI) and are undergoing efforts to
upgrade these interfaces to the current version of NetSolve. Another concern was to implement interfaces
that were as simple as possible yet while being meticulous enough to allow the user to control execution of
the remote procedure as much as possible. For all the interfaces involved, we provided two basic functions.
The first allows for synchronous or blocking requests that do not return until remote execution is complete
(or failure is detected). The second is a more non-traditional asynchronous or non-blocking request that
returns immediately giving the \ISer a "handle" which he can use to query the readiness of and/or obtain the
solution set. In addition to these, we provide in the API functions to do error reporting. We also provide
the capabilities to dynamically query a NetSolve system to receive information about either the hardware
or software resources. These are used primarily to determine which problems arc available and the number,
type and description of the input and output parameters each problem requires. In the case of command line
interpreters like Matlab and Mathematica, these are in the forms of functions. For the compiled interfaces,
C and Fortran, these are compiled executables.
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A.4 The NetSolve Agent
A.4.1 The Agent as a Database
Keeping ~rack of what software resources are available and on which servers they arc located is perhaps the
most fundamental task of the NetSolve agent. The agent keeps a database that maps software resources to
hardware components in the NetSolve system thus having an complete picture of the capabilities of both the
individual servers and the NetSolve system on a whole. The agent can report this information to the client
via the interfaces (see above) which will then aid the user in setting up his problem on top of the NetSolve
middleware. The protocol which NeLSolve uses to maintain this database is fairly straightforward: Upon
initializatioll, a new server sends a "problem description" for each problem it can solve to the agent it was
configured to register with. This description, among other things, contains tlle location of the server and
the particulars of the function(s) being contributed. Eventually the server is integrated into the system and
can be used to service users' requests.
A.4.2 The Agent as a Resource Broker
In order to expeditiously service user requests, it is necessary that the agent use certain criteria to choose the
best-suited computational server for each incoming request. There are two basic choices: i) static scheduling
where at compile time the agent is programmed to use some a priori scheme like round"robin scheduling
and ii) dynamic scheduling where the agent uses run-time information to decide which server component
should be used to service a request. NetSolve uses the latter. In actuality, it combines both static and
dynamic information. Static information includes speed and number of processors and complexity of the
solution algorithm. Dynamic information includes server loads, network delays and transmission rates, and
input data sizes. The agent then uses this information to rank the servers from best to worse. This list is
passed to the client and the client makes its request to each server in turn until either the problem has been
successfully sol ved or the list has been exhausted.
A.4.3 FauU Tolerance and Load Balancing
The protocol described in the resO\lfce brokerage section above has its primary goal rooted more in high
throughput than balancing load amongst the servers. Consider a scenario where there is a high performance
supercomputer acting as a NetSolve server along with other stand alone mediocre workstations, with several
simultaneous requests. Then most of the requests will be sent to the supercomputer (as long as the super-
computer is determined to be the component that will finish the service quickest). In a scenario where all
server resources are of essentially the same rating, however, this same paradigm will balance the load evenly
amongst the servers since this scenario will then yield highest throughput. For fault tolerance, NetSolve
ensurcs that a user request will be completed unless every single resource capable of servicing the request
has failed. As explained above, when a client sends a request to a NetSolve agent, it receives a sorted list
of computational servers to try. When one of these servers has been successfully contacted, the computa-
tion starts. If the contacted server fails during the computation, then another server is contacted and the
computation restarts. This entire procedure is transacted independently of, and possibly unbeknownst to,
the client user. Though effective, this primitive fault-tolerant mechanism needs to be enhanced. In the next
section where we discuss current developments, we describe our research to employ more advanced fault-
tolerance.
A.4.4 The Computational Server
One of the challenges when building the NetSolve system was to design a suitable model for the computational
servers. For the user to be able to invoke numerical software directly through our servers, three major features
seemed to emerge as mandatory for the servers:
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Uniform access to the software: The NetSolve servers should present the interfaces with an illusion
of uniformity amongst the various integrated packages. The critical point is to try as much as possible to
maintain high levels of consistency amongst and within the different sets of subroutines/functions provided
to the user. This allows the user to focus on the particular problem he is trying to solve rather than the
peculiarities of the software package he is using to aid his investigations. This also eliminates long learning
phases when using new functionalities.
Configurability: The server should not he confined to any particular sof~vare. It was, therefore, essential
that we provide a framework that permitted the addition of functionality to a computational server. This
framework should he as intuiLive as possible and general so that one can integrate any software toolkit with
NetSolve servers and make them accessible to the client interfaces.
Pre-installation: As stated in the last section, we wished to ease Lhe user of the burden of software
installation. Therefore, in the NetSolve paradigm, the client user is not responsible for installing any software
directly. The software is made available via the NetSolve servers in a read· to-use fashion. It is also possible in
some scenarios for the NetSolve system to dynamically install and compile routines without any intervention
at the user-level. The NetSolve server addresses and successfully resolves all these issues. Mainly through Lhe
use of what we call a problem description file (PDF), the server can be configured with a set of prc-installed
software libraries to provide uniform access to the sub-routines provided. The PDF in essence describes the
particulars of a function to be added. Some of the information that is described in this file are the name
to be given to the problem, the culling sequence to the NetSolve client interface, the libraries or archives
containing the underlying functions being integrated and other things. The PDF really describes a wrapper
that is used to receive or send input and output parameters from and later back to the client interface. In
the midst of these networking transactions is a call to the routine from the underlying library to actually
do the service that was requested. Although network interactions are involved, neither the client nor the
writer of the PDF needs be concerned with this. The NetSolve system carefully encapsulates and hides these
interactions from the user. These wrappers are parsed and compiled into source codes which are compiled
with the library archives into NetSolve specific executables. The appropriate executable is initiated by thc
server daemon whenever it needs to service a client request.
A.S Some Applications of NetSolve
In this section, we give a brief description of the integration of NetSolve into grid computing systems. We
describe some of the applications that have taken advantage of what NetSolve has to offer. We later discuss
in Section C, some of the other metacomputing resources that NetSolve has used to leverage itself.
A.S.l MCell
MCe1\ is a general Monte Carlo simulator of cellular micro physiology. MCell uses Monte Ca.r1o diffusion and
chemical reaction algorithms in 3D to simulate the complex biochemical interactions of molecules inside and
outside of living cells. MCell is a collaborative eITort between the Terry Sejnowski lab at the Salk Institutc,
and the Miriam Salpeter lab at Cornell University. NetSolve is very well suited to MCell's need and this
project aims at writing a NetSolve-based framework to support large MCell runs. One of the central pieces
or that framework is a scheduler that takes advantage of MCell input data requirements to minimize turn-
around time. This scheduler is part of the larger AppLeS at the University of California, San Diego. The
use of NetSolve isolates the scheduler from the resource-management details and allows researchers to focus
onlY on the design of the scheduler.
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A.5.2 IPARS
IPARS i::; a. framework for developing parallel models of subsurface now and transport through porous media.
It currently can simulate single phase (water only), two phase (water and oil) or three ph<lse (water, oil and
gas) How through a multi- block 3D porous medium. IPARS can be applied to model water table decline
due to overproduction near urban areas, or enhanced oil and gas recovery in industrial applications. IPARS
is being made into a fully functional NetSolve server. The goal of this project is to allow this server to be
accessible via a web browser using the Common Gateway Interface on top of NetSolve's C interface. The
server will also render animated graphics via a destination web-page. This total web-accessibility will allow
those wanting to see IPARS simulations to do so with nothing but simple input parameters defining the
simulation.
A.5.3 SClRun
SCIRun is a scientific programming environment that allows the interactive construction, debugging and
steeriJlg of large-scale scientific computations. SCIRun can be used for interactively: i)Changillg 2D and 3D
geometry models (meshes), ii) Controlling and changing numerical simulation methods 6nd parameters and
iii)Performing scalar and vector field visualization. Currently, NetSolve is being integrated into SCIRun as
the broker for computational resources. This integration will allow for increased parallelism and performance
in the SCIRun paradigm.
A.5.4 LUCAS
LUCAS is a system that uses computer modeling to integrate biological and socioeconomic data of land areas
to help natural resource specialist evaluate the consequences of alternative land management scenarios. It
uses the Geographic Information System, GRASS, to represent and manipulatc spatial data on workstations.
There is an on-going effort to integmte NdSolve to harness the computational cycles for LUCAS. This will
prove especially useful when LUCAS is used to spawn several "replicates" which normally would compute
in serial on the local machine. Using NetSolve, the computations would be done in p6rallcl, possibly on
machines specialized for High Performance Computing.
A.5.5 DIPS
DIPS is a software tool, developed at the Computer Graphics and Vision unit of the Graz University of
Technology in Austria, which allows remote computing for image processing. DIPS extends the ImagejJ
Java image processing application to provide remote access to the high-performance ImageVision library by
Silicon Graphics. At its core, DIPS uses NetSolve as its metacomputing resource to provide unprecedented
computing power by aggregating distributed resources on the Internet to a single system.
A.6 Current Developments and Future Research
A.B.l Dynamic Server-software Enhancements
In the current NetSolve design and implementation, there is a tight coupling between the server's hardware
and software components. The server is statically configured (at compile time) to solve a particular problem
set. Although we have provided the tools to allow this problem set to be easily expanded, this can only be
done initial configuration, so to increase a running servers capability cntails a shutdown, reconfigure and
restart loop. This will not be the case ill the next major release of NetSolve. We are providing the capability
of storing NetSolve specific software binaries in a software repository whose location is known to the NetSolve
agent. At request time, should a particular server not possess the appropriate binaries, it will be directed to
the repository for a download. This paradigm will not replacc, but will enhance, the current protocol where
the server is statically binded with software.
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A.6.2 Fault Tolerance
As explained before, ~he fault tolerance possessed by the NdSolve system incorporates only a retry and
restart mechanism. We are presently developing servers enhanced with checkpointing capabilities. As ~hey
run, the servers will take frequent checkpoints (via a core dump mechanism); should one of these servers fail,
they will be restarted not from the beginning, but from the state represented by the core image of the most
recent checkpoint. Homogencous migration will also be possible, meaning that it will be possible to restart
the process on a different machine of simillir architecture lind operating system. As this feature becomes
more advanced, we wiII investigate heterogencous migration and possibly checkpointing parallel programs.
A.6.3 Request Sequencing
We recently finished research that would allow us to minimize the network traffic between client and servers
in a single client program that made numerous requests to NetSolve. We noticed that, in many cases, there
exist data dependencies between these requests. We have implemented a feature that allows the client user
to bracket together multiple requests to NetSolve. The NetSolve system then analyzes data dependencies
and only sends to the servers the minimlil data necessary. Inputs to later requests that were outputs of a
previous request(s) need not be obtained from the client again. The server makes this data persistent and
uses it across all requests as necessary. In our current model, all requests must execute on a single server.
Future research will yield a model that will investigate using systems like the Internet Backplline Protocol
(IBP) and other distributed storage facilities to stage data as requests arc serviced on multiple servers.
A.6.4 Win32 Servers
The Distributed Component Objed Model (DCOM) is a protocol that enables software components to
communicate directly over a network in a reliable, secure, and e1ficient manner. DCOM is based on the
Open Software Foundation's DCE-RPC and is a standard similar to that of the Common Object Request
Broker Architecture (CORBA). We will be developing a version of the NetSolve server that lids as a gateway
to problem solving libraries IJ.nd systems optimized for the NT platform. The server will be built using the
DCOM protocol to manage its networking interactions.
B WebFlow Object Web Computing
B.l Overview of WebFlow System
In Figure 8, we show how one or more middle tier servers acts as a broker between any client and a collection
of interesting services. Note that we view the services as being provided by a collection of (distributed)
objects. We adopt what we call the pragmatic Object Web philosophy where realistic systems are likely
to involve aspects of the four leading distributed object technologies: CORBA, COM, Java and XML.
Appropriate middleware allows these different approaches to interoperate. In particular, WebFlow now uses
XML to specify aU object interfaces and these arc termed the WebFlow IJ.nd Grid Interfaces for the user
and system view respectively. This two-interface model was adopted at meetings of the DATORR group in
1998-1999. As an example, the WebFlow Interface defines an abstract task such as "run a chemistry problem
using lin HPF simulation code with given data" and the middle tier server matches this with the backend
objects. The latter are defined by the Grid Interface, which can use the Globus resource language RSL.
This matching then instantiates a real job to solve the chemistry problem on one or more of the bElckend
resources. WebFlow originally used Java Servers but now uses COREA object servers. One simply takes the
XML object specifications and uses this to generate the appropriate RMI or CORBA Interfaces necessary
for t]le chosen middle tier. This use of XML object specification linked to different object runtimes is very
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Figure 9: WebFlow system architecture.
common in modern commercial systems. Figure 9 takes the general architecture of the previous diagram
and highlights the capabilities of WebFlow in each of the three tiers.
In the three tier diagram, WebFlow contributes to the client and middle tier as these are the PSE layers
where one integrates the components composed of the basic HPCC tools, algorithms and applications. The
WebFlow client tier can and has been constructed in several ways but one distinctive capability (which gives
the system its DUffie) is tlle WebFlow composition tool. Here a WebFlolV front-end editor applet offers an
intuitive click-and-drag metaphor for instantiating middleware or back-end modules, representing them as
visual icons in the active editor area, and interconnecting them visually in the form of computational graphs,
familiar to AVS and Khoros users. WebFlow middleware was originally given by a. mesh of Java. web servers,
custom extended with servlelrba.'led support for the WebFlow session implementing module and connection
managers. These then implemented the middleware logic to support both this general distributed dataflow
computing model as well as a more general linked object model. Both models are represented as abstract
ta.'lks in XML allowing scripted a.'l well a.'l visual invocation of programs. This computational paradigm i:;
very popular in some fields (such as signal processing with Khoros) and is seen in research systems like
Arcade from ICASE designed to support multidisciplinary applications such as you get with structures and
fluid flow programs controlled by an optimization module. The WebFlow toolkit also includes the general
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capability to link to backend resources as illustrated by its support of Globus.
Note that WebFlow only uses CORBA (or more generally commodity distributed object technology) to
manipulate proxies for backend entities and thus is not impacted by performance limitations of commodity
technology. WebFlow's front end supports visual proxies to specify the problem while the middle tier
functional proxies support needed control logic. WebFlow relies on classic HPCC back-end capabilities for
high performance computing and communication.
This WebFlow toolkit has been applied to build several problem solving environments. In the previous
section, we describe two focused examples. One, LMS, did not use the composition tool but rather a
custom Java applet front end to control particular linked applications for environmental modeling. A second
application of the WebFlow is Quantum Monte Carlo Simulations developed in collaboration with the NCSA
Condensed Matter Physics Laboratory. Here simulations are linked together and the results stored on many
different computers. The output file of one application in the chain is the input of the next one, after a
suitable format conversion. This was a natural place to use the WebFlow composition tool.
Recently we have used WebFlow technology in the Gateway project for the DoD High Performance
Computing program. Gateway is designed to build a seamless access to the suite of different machincs
in a computer center. In this case, we needed to address security and fault tolerance more carefully and
so re-implemented the WebFlow middle-tier using the industry standards distributed-object technologies,
JavaBeans and CORBA and industry standard secure communication protocols based on SSL.
B.2 WebFlow Architecture
The WebFlow syslem is implemented as an Object Web three-tier system, as shown in Figuer 8. Tier 1 is a
high-level front end for visual programming, steering, run-lime data analysis, and visualization, that is built
on top of the web and 00 commodity standards. A distributed object-based, scalable, and reusable Web
server and Object broker Middleware forms tier 2. Back end services comprise tier 3. In particular, high-
performance services are implemented using the metacomputing toolkit of Globus.
B.2.l Front End
Different classes of applications require different functionality of the front end. We have therefore designed the
WebFlow system to support many different front-ends: from very flexible authoring tools and problem solving
environments (PSE) that allows for dynamical creation of met(l.-applications from pre-existing modules, to
highly specialized and customized front-ends to meet the needs of specific applications. Also, we support
many different computational paradigms, from general object-oriented to data-flow to a simple "command
line" approach. This flexibility is achieved by allowing as a WebFlow front end any program implementing
the WebFlow API described below.
B.2.2 WebFlowand Grid Interfaces (API's)
The WebFlow API allows the user's task to be specified in the form of an Abstract Task Descriptor (ATD) ,
following the current DATORR recommendations. The ATD is constructed recursively and may comprise an
arbitrary number of subtasks. The lowest level, or atomic, task corresponds to the atomic operation in the
middle tier, such as instantiation of an object, or establishing interactions between two objects through event
binding. In many cases such details should be hidden from the end-user and even the front-end developer,
thus the WebFlow API provides interfaces to higher-level functionality, such as submitting a single job or
making a file transfer.
When specifying a task, the user does not have to specify the resources to be used to complete the task,
but instead may specify requirements that the target resource must satisfy in order to be capable of executing
the job. The identification and allocation of the resources is left to the discretion of the system. Typically,
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the middle tier delegates it to the metacomputing services (such as Globus) or and external scheduler (such
as PBS). Once the resources are identified, the abstract task descriptor becomes a job specification.
B.2.3 Middle Tier
A mesh of CORBA-based WebFlow servers (WS) currently gives the WebFlow middle tier. One of these: a
dedicated gatekeeper server facilitates a secure access to the system. A general WebFlow server maintains
the sessions within which the users create and control their applications. The middle-tier services provide
the means to control the life cycles of modules and to establish communication channels between them. The
modules can be created locally or on remote hosts. In the latter case the task of module instantiation and
initialization is transparently delegated to a peer WebFlow server on the selected host, and the communication
channels are adjusted accordingly. The services provided by the middle tier include methods for submitting
and controlling jobs, methods for file manipulating, methods for providing access to databases and mass
storage, as well as methods to query the status of the system, status of the users' applications, and their
components.
Gatekeeper Server
The gatekeeper comprises three logical components: a (secure) Web Server, the AKENTI server, and a
CORBA-based WebFlow server. The user accesses the WebFlow system through a portal web page from the
gatekeeper web server. The portal implements the first component of WebFlow security: user authentication
and generation of the user credentials that eventually will be used to grant access to resources. The AKENTI
server controls the authorization process. For each authorized user, the web server creates a session (that is,
it instantiates the user context in the WebFlow server, as described below) and gives permission to download
the front-end applet. The applet is used to create or restore, run, and control user applications. The applet,
using IIOP protocol, communicates directly with the COREA-based WebFlow server.
To implement the WebFlow server we usc the ORBacus (formerly known lJS OmniBroker) secure ORB, for
which we have obtained a free research license. The security services are implemented on top of the JAIK
SSL library, which is already used by the Jigsaw Web server.
B.2.4 WebFlow Server
The WebFlow server initializes the ORB and several generic CORBA and specific WebFlow services. The
main functionality of the WebFlow server is managing WebFlow sessions. A session is established automat-
ically after the authorized user is connected to the gatekeeper by creating a user context. The user conte}.-t
is a container object that stores the user applications. The application is another container object that
stores components of the user application. The application component is either a single WebFlow module
or another, finer-grain application context. This way, the WebFlow server can simultuneously manage many
sessions, and within each session, the user can define many applications hierarchically composed of many
modules.
B.2.5 WebFlow Modules
The WebFlow modules are COREA objects conforming to the Java.Beans model whose implementation is
described in detail in the Syracuse Ph.D. thesis of E. Akarsu. The functionality of a module is implemented
either directly in the body of the module or the module serves as a proxy of specific back-end services,
such as database or HPCC services. We expect to support the standards for HPPC back-end services under








Figure 10: The LMS PSE organization.
B.2.6 Interactions Between WebFlow Modules
The WebFlow modules follow the JavaBeans model, and they interad with each other by using JavaBeans
methods through event binding, property binding, aJld vetoable properLy binding. With JavaBcans, events
are used to communicate information about the changing state of a bean. Events form a core component of
the JllvaBeans architecture in thllt they are largely responsible for enabling beans to be plugged together as
building blocks in an application builder. Event notification in .Java works using method invocation. The
object that is a source of an event calls a method on the destination object for one event when the event is
triggered. The destination of the message must implement the method (or methods) to be notified when the
event occurs. The event object encapsulates all the information about an event.
Event targets are connected to event sources through a registration mechanism. WebFlow applications
are created dynamically from independently developed WebFlow modules. Therefore, we provide support for
a dynamical event binding based on the standard COREA dynamic interface invocation (OIl) and dynamic
stub invocation (DSI) mechanisms. This is implemented by introducing an event adapter a.'3sociated with the
application context. The adapter maintains a binding table to associate the event sources with the actual
event destinations. Note that we choose not to use the important commodity Enterprise JavaBean middle
tier containers as currently they appear difficult to implement consistently with our security requirements.
B.3 WebFlow Applications
B.3.1 WebFlow Application: Land Management System (LMS)
The LMS project was sponsored by the u.s. Army Corps of Engineers Waterwllys Experiment Station
(ERDC) Major Shared Resource Center (MSRC) at Vicksburg, MS, under the DoD HPC Modernization
Program, Programming Environment and Training (PET).
The application can be idealized as follows. A decision maker (the end user of the system) wants to
evaluate changes in vegetation in some geographical region over a long time period caused by some short
term disturbances such as a fire or human's activities. One of the critical parameters of the vegetation model
is soil condition at the time of the disturbance. This in turn is dominated by rainfall that possibly occurs at
that time. Consequently as shown in Figure 10, the implementation of this project requires:
• Data retrieval from remote sources including OEM (data elevation models) data, land use maps, soil
textures, dominllting flora species, IJ.nd their growing chlJ.racteristics, to name a few. The data are
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available from many different sources, for example from public services such as USGS web servers, or
from proprietary databases. The data come in different formats, and with different spatilll resolutions.
Without WebFlow, the data must be manually prefetched.
• Data preprocessing to prune and convert the raw data to a format expected by the simulation software.
This preprocessing is performed interactively using WMS (Watershed Modeling System) package.
• Execution of two simulation programs: EDYS for vegetation simulation including the disturbances and
CASC2D for watershed simulations during rainfalls. The latter results in generating maps of the soil
condition after the rainfall. The initial conditions for CASC20 are set by EOYS just before the rainfall
event, and the output of CASC2D after the event is used to update parameters of EDYS and the data
transfer between the two codes had to be performed several times during one simulation. BOYS is
not CPU demanding, and it is implemented only for Windows95/98/NT systems. On the other hand,
CASC2D is very computationally intensive and typically is run on powerful backend supercomputer
systems.
• Visualization of the results of the simulation. Again, WMS is used for this purpose.
One requirement of this project was to demonstrate the feasibility of implementing a system that would allow
launching and controlling the complete simulation from a networked laptop. We successfully implemented it
using WebFlow with WMS and EDYS encapsulated as WebFlow modules running locally on the laptop and
CASC2D executed by WebFlow on remote hosts. Note that the existing codes were not modified but rather
the WebFlow PSE used object wrappers to construct a powerful integrated application specific environment.
FUrther the applications involved showed a typical mix of HPCC and computationally less demanding PC
codes.
For this project we developed a custom front-end that allows the user to interactively select the region of
interest by drawing a rectangle on a map. Then one could select the data type to be retrieved, launch WMS
to preprocess the data and make visualizations, and finally launch the simulation with CASC2D running on
a host of choice.
B.3.2 WebFlow Application: Quantum Simulations (QS)
A major goal of the QS activity was to demonstrate the feasibility of layering WebFlow on top the Globus
metacomputing toolkit. This way WebFlow serves as a job broker for Globus, while Globus (or more
precisely, GRAM-keeper) takes responsibility of actual resource allocation, which includes authentication
and authorization of the WebFlow user to use computational resources under Globus control.
This appliclJ.tion call be characterized as fallows. A chain of high performance applications (both com-
mercial packages such as GAUSSIAN or GAMESS or custom developed) is run repeatedly for different data
sets. Each application call be run on several different (multiprocessor) platforms, und consequently, input
and output files must be moved between machines. Output files are visually inspected by the researcher; if
necessary applications are rerun with modified input parameters. The output file of one application in the
chain is the input of the next one, after a suitable format conversion. The logical structure of the application
is shown in Figure 11. GAUSSIAN and GAMESS arc run as Globus jobs on Origin2000 or Convex Exemplar
at NCSA, while all file editing and format conversion a performed on the user's desktop.
Unlike LMS, for QS we are using the WehFlow program composition editor as the front-end. This
WehFlow editor provides an intuitive environment to visually compose (c1ick-drag.and- drop) a chain of
data-How computations from preexisting modules (as shown in Figure 12). In the edit mode, modules can be
added to or removed from the existing network, as well as connections between the modules can be updated.
Once created the network can be saved (on the server side) to be restored at a later time. The workload can
be distributed among several WebFlow nodes (WebFlow servers) with the interprocessor communications




Figure 11: Functional architecture of the quantum simulation application.
backend, execution of particular modules can be delegated to powerful HPCC sysLems. In the run mode,
the meta-application represented by the visually constructed graph is passed to the middle-tier by sending
Do series of requests (module instantiation, intermoclule communications) to the middle tier services.
The control of the module execution is exercised not only by sending relevant data through the input ports
of the module. Rather the majority of modules we developed so far requires some additional parameters thllt
can be entered via. module controls, which are Java appicts displayed in a card panel of the main WebFlow
applet. The communication channels between the backend implementation of a module and its front-end
module controls are generated automatically during the instantiation of the module.
B.3.3 WebFlow Application: Gateway Seamless Access
Exploiting our experience developing the WebFlow PSEs described above, we designed a new system, Gate-
way, to provide seamless and secure access to computational resources at DoD modernization sites in par-
ticular first at the ASC Major Shared resource Center at Wr'lght Patterson airforce base in Dayton. WhHe
preserving the original three-tier architecture, we re- engineered the implementation of each tier in order to
conform to XML based standards indicated in Figures 3. In particular, we developed for this application
the COREA and the JavaBen.ns model to build a new middle tier, whicll racilitates seamless integration of
commodity software components. The security system supports the Kcrberos and SecurID system adopted
by DoD for their modernization program. This new technology is being retrofitted to the initial applications
described above and used in other applications being developed now.
Gateway's architecture includes provision ror visualization where we are working with NCSA (VisBench)
and ARL (DICE) to design visualizlltion subsystems supporting the WebFlow distributed object model. In
the first two PSE's discussed above we have integrated existing visualization systems such as WMS (for LMS)
and Cerius (for QS case) with WebFlow. We have also prototyped XML specifications of collaboration which
when combined with the WebFlow API can generate collaborative portals to computing. Initially Gateway
is designed with a custom chemistry front-end developed by ose. This uses job submission (to the scheduler
PBS via Globus), choice of multiple applications and basic WebFlow file services. The rront end is arranged
in layers: Entry, Problem Description, Code and Results with well defined (>UvlL) interfaces. This approach
appears to generalize to other applications.
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Figure 12: Fragment of quantum simulation WebFlow composition tool.
C Other Metacomputing Resources
C.l Globus
Globus is a software system that provides infrastructure for computations that leverage distributed com-
putational and informational resources. It is being developed at the Argonne National Laboratory and the
University of Southern California's Information Sciences Institute. Currently, the NetSolve system uses a
component of Globus referred to as the Heart Beat Monitor (HBM.) The HBM allows NetSolve to easily
detect failed server hosts and update the agent's database. We are also testing a new NetSolve proxy-client
that allows Globus-enabled NetSolve client users to access and use Globus computational resources through
the NetSolve interface. We have discussed extensively the integration of WebFlow with Globus.
C.2 CONDOR
The CONDOR system, of the University of Wisconsin, takes advantage of the fact that many CPU cycles
go wasted on idle workstations at times when the primary user is not using his or her machine. The system
assigns tasks submitted to the CONDOR system to "registered" host machines as long as these machines
are idle. Should an owner return to his machine, the task is immediately halted and assigned to another
host. CONDOR pools can be used as NetSolve servers. In essence, the request for service is forwarded to
the CONDOR system, which then assigns the task to un idle workstation for completion. CONDOR has not
yet been used with WebFlow but it should be stmightfonvard to use CONDOR at the back-end tier in the
manner Globus is used in previous examples.
C.3 Ninf
Ninf is a system very similar to NetSolve. Developed at the Electrotechnical Laboratory in Tsukuba, Japan,
it too provides an interface that allows for remote execution of functional components. In a collaborative
effort, a NetSolve-Ninf bridge has been built that allow both systems to utilize servers provided to the other.
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Administrators of NetSolvc and Ninf systems can then join forces to create an even bigger computational
grid.
C.4 Legion
Legion is an object-based metasystems software project at the University of Virginia. Its goal is to tie togeLher
host systems with high-speed links and present the illusion of a single computer with access to varied physical
resources. The NetSolve client-user can use the NetSolve interface while leveraging metacomputing resources
of Legion. The NetSolve client side uses Legion data-flow graphs to keep track of data dependencies. We
hope to study the linkage of Legion and WebFlow but as both have object models, the integraLion is not as
straightforward as for Globus and WebFlow.
C.5 Gateway and Related Approaches to Seamless Access and Application In-
tegration
There are several other projects addressed to solving the problem of seamless access to remote resources. A
comprehensive list of these is available from the JavaGrande and DATORR web sites. Here we mention the
three that are most closely related to the Gateway project.
The UNICORE project introduces an excellent model for the Abstract Task Descriptor that most likely
will strongly influence the DATORR standard and, consequently, we are taking a similar approach. The UNI-
CORE middle tier is given by a network of JaVil. web servers (Jigsaw). The WebSubmit project implements
web access to remote high-performance resources through CGI scripts. Both projects use https protocol
for user authentication (as we do), and implement custom solutions for access control. The ARCADE
project is aimed at multidisciplinary applications, and its designers intend to use COREA to implement the
middleware. As of now, there is 110 6vailnble description of the ARCADE security model.
D The WebPDELab Server:
A PSE for Partial Differential Equations Applications
WebPDELab is a World Wide Web server that allows users to define, solve and analyze partial differential
equation (PDE) problems using Il. comprehensive graphical u.ser interface from any Java-enabled browser on
a. wide variety of platforms. The WebPDELab server is currently supported by a 16 CPU Intel cluster which
allows users to solve PDE problems sequentially or in parallel on the supporting host cluster. WebPDELab
is the PELLPACK problem solving environment implemented as an Internet·based client-server application.
It provides access to a library of PDE solvers and an interactive graphical interface that support the pre-
processing nnd post-processing phases of sequential and parallel PDE computing. The PELLPACI< software
is implemented w a system of X windows programs and libraries, compiled on an i86pc SunOS 5.6 machine.
WebPDELab displays the interface of the PELLPACK software within a Java-capable browser using the
Virtual Network Computing remote display system.
D.l The WebPDELab Server
WebPDELab is a World Wide Web server that provides access to PELLPACK, a sophisticated problem
solving environment for Partial Differential Equation (PDE) problems. Users can connect to the WebPDELab
site at
http://webpellpack.c5.purdue.edu
with any Java-enabled brower for information, demonstrations, cwes studies and PDE problem solving
service. A new PELLPACK session is initiated for each user that connects to the WebPDELab server, where
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Figure 13: Sample case study from Getting Started at the web site.
a unique identification and private file space for the session are created. The file space is available until the
user disconnects from the service, at which time the session is terminated and the user's files are deletcd.
Users may download files generated by PELLPACK to their own machines before terminating the session,
and they may upload files to WebPOELab at the start of subsequent server sessions. When the server invokes
the PELLPACK system software, the entire POE problem solving environment described in is presented to
the user. A detailed decription of the functionulity and operation of the PELLPACK software is given in
the User Guide. PELLPACK is a comprehensive system for modeling physical objects based on POEs, and
has been used by hundreds of students and faculty both inside and outside of Purdue University for solving
problems in physics (liquid crystal droplets, proton flux propogation), thermal neld analysis, fluid dynamics,
semiconductors, geophysical research, electomagnetic neld a.nalysis, thermo-elasticity, structural analysis,
and other scientinc and engineering applications. PELLPACK has a user friendly interface, and even first
time users can solve interesting problems by following the fully documented, step-by-step descriptions of the
problem-solving process presented in Getting Started at the WebPDELab site.
D.2 The PELLPACK Problem Solving Environment
WebPDELab is a Internet-based client-server implementation of the PELLPACK software. PELLPACK is
a system for specifying and solving POE problems and visualizing their solutions. It provides a graphical
user interface for defining the POE model and selecting solution methods, and is supported by the Maxima
symbolic system and well-known numerical libraries. The graphical interface is implemented on top of a very
high level POE language. Users can specify their POE problem and its solution visually using the graphical
interface or textually using the "natural" language. PELLPACK has incorporated over 100 solvers of various
types which cover all the common POE applications in 2 and 3 dimensions.
In the PELLPACK system, a problem is represented by the POE objects involved; POE model, domain,
conditions on the domain boundary, solution methods, and output requirements. The PELLPACK interface
consists of many graphical tools and supporting software to assist users in building a problem definition.
A textual specif1cation of these objects comprise PELLPACK's natural POE language, and the language
representation of each object is generated by the object editors/tools. The language definition of a user's
problem (the .e file) is automatically passed to PELLPACK's language processor, which translates the
problem into a Fortran driver program, and then compiles and links it with numerical libraries containing
the user-specified solver methods. Sequential or parallel program execution is aone-step process; the program
is executed on one or more machines in the supporting iS6pc host cluster. Problem solutions are passed to
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Figure 14: WebPDELah server with control panel in the top frame and panel instructions and connection
information in the bottom frame.
the PELLPACK visualization system for solution display and analysis.
D.3 The WebPDELab Interface
The WebPDELab server is accessed from the WebPDELab web site. This web site is an instructional source
for anyone interested in solving PDE applications. It provides inrormation about PDE problem solving in
general, and about the process of solving PDE problems with PELLPACK in particular. A collection or fully
documented case studies is available at the site (Figure 13), presenting step-by-step solutions of common
PDE applications (flow, heat transfer, electa-magnetism, conduction).
Potential WebPDELab users are required to register. Following a validated registration, users are con-
nected to a host machine and presented with a control panel: Upload, Download, Server and Logout (Figure
14). At this point, the user's directory space has already been created, so Upload can be used to load PELL-
PACK files saved from previous sessions (.e files, mesh files, etc) to the directory. Download produces a
current listing of the user's directory where files can be viewed or dowloaded. Users should look here fre-
quently during the session to check on PELLPACK generated problem, solution and trace files. Server
invokes the password protected PELLPACK software. After the password is entered and verified, the top
level window or the PELLPACK system appears in the bottom frame of the browser window (see Figure 15.)
A collection of sample problems has been placed in the user's directory, so users can load an example into
the PELLACK session or begin their own problem definition. The PELLPACK session in Figure 16 is in the
bottom frame of the WebPDELab server. The items of the control panelure still available in the top frame,
but only DOlmload and Logout are enabled. Upload and Server rema.in disabled while the PELLPACK
software is running in the bottom frame.
During the PELLPACK session, WebPDELab passes the display of the remotely executing PELLPACK
environment to the users browser window. The graphical interfll.ce displayed 011 the user's screen belongs
to PELLPACK and is not described in this paper. When users dick on Logout, the PELLPACK session
is terminated and the user's directory is removed. WcbPDELab traces all user activities from the start of
the server session until its terminution. Users files are secure from other users, but WehPDELab 'looks
at' the contents of every file uploaded to WcbPDELab or created by the user from within the PELLPACK
system. WebPDELab protective mechanisms implemented for the security of the WebPDELab server and
host cluster a.re discussed in Section D.5
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'UPLOAD ;-SE:R~ DO'WNLOAD .LOGOUTI
Figure 15: The PELLPACK top level window appears in the bottom frame of the WehPDELab browser
window. It is ready for user interaction.
D.4 WebPDELab Implementation
WebPDELab is the PELLPACK problem solving environment implemented as a web server using Virtual
Network Computing (VNC). VNC is a remote display system which allows users to view a computing
"desktop" environment from anywhere on the Internet using a wide variety of machine architectures. VNC
consists of a server which runs the applications and generates the display, a viewer which draws the display
on the client screen, and a TCP/IP connection between them. The server is started on the machine where
the desktop resides, after which any number of viewers can then be started and connected to the server.
This allows the client user to access the applications, data, and entire desktop environment provided by
the server. The viewer is a small, sharable, platform-independent, stateless system which runs on the client
machine.
In the WehPDELab implementation, Il. new VNC Unix server is started for each user who accesses the
WebPELab web server from a Java-enabled browser (see Figure 17). The VNC Java viewer is started
from the user's browser, allowing the user to display and interact with the PELLPACK environment, which
consists of X windows programs and libraries compiled and running on the iS6pc SunDS 5.6 host machines.
Within this framework, any user world-wide who is connected to the Internet and has access to a Java-
capable browser can run WebPDELRb. The WebPDELab manager is the collection of CGI scripts (Common
Gateway Interface protocol for browser to server communication) which control all user activity once the
PDELab Server button at the WebPDELab web site is pressed. When u user accesses the server, the manager
collects information on all currently running VNC servers from the host machines. The manager then asks
the potential user to enter registration information, including a valid e-mRil address. After validation, a
unique user id is generated for the new user, and a log lile is set up to track registration information, user
access/exit times, and PELLPACK-related activities. The host machine is selected by the manager for
running the VNC server and subsequently the PELLPACK software. A protective client-server application
is used to launch the VNC server, so that users are never logged in to any machine in the host cluster.
The VNC server startup invokes the PELLPACK system, and the manager creates the user directory, sends
the control panel to the user, and monitors the user's interaction with the control panel items (Upload,
Download, Server Rnd Logout).
Upload is implemented using copyrighted public domain code at
http://stein.cshl.org/WWW/softllare/CGI The code has been modified to operate with the WebPDE-
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Figure 16: PELLPACK session running inside the WebPDELab browser window.
Lab/VNC user directory privacy restrictions. DOlmload is implemented as a standard link to Lhe user's
file space, but additionul password security protects a user's assigned directory from all other users on the
Internet. Server connects the VNC client user to the VNC server which has been instantiated for the caller
on the selected host for a specific VNC server. After control has passed to the VNC client, the manager
waits for a VNC disconnect or a Logout button click. When signalled to start exit processing, the manager
saves the trace of user activities to the log data base, kills the VNC server, and removes the user's directory.
The manager also checks all executing VNC servers periodically for sessions running longer than 10 hours,
and these sessions are terminated. When the manager has finished exit processing, control is returned to
the WebPDELab home page.
D.5 WebPDELab Security Issues
All Internet based services must be concerned with security issues to protect their network and host environ-
ment Crom unauthorized access. WebPDELll.b implements measures to provide such a secure environment
by enforcing common rules of best prnctices which are used to secure Unix machines, taking advantage of
the strength and flexibility of the Unix operating system. WebPDELab maintains several levels of security
provided by the operating system, the WebPDELab and VNC servers, and protective language processing
software built on top of the PELLPACK system. These security measures are described in this section.
When a user logs into the WebPDELab server, II. CGr script is executed which generates a unique urn
(user identification) for that user and requests one of the cluster host machines to invoke a VNC X-server.
The WebPDELab CGr scripts reside on an isolated machine dedicated to serving CGr requests. This machine
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Figure 17: Implementation of the WebPDELab server.
has no NFS-mounted disks, therefore an attacker attempting to take udvantage of vulnerable CGr scripts is
locked into the cgi-bin directory and cannot gain access to any other machines or disks. All parameters passed
to WehPDELab eGI scripts are scanned to ensure they contain precisely the expected values (argument
number, length and contents), else the request is terminated, The duster machines listen on a fixed port
for startup requests from the eGI machine. If an attempt is made to connect to this port which does not
originate from the CGI host, the connection is immediately terminated. All cluster machines run a daemon
which listens for socket connections on a specified port and spawn a child process Lo serve the request, while
the parent continues to listen for other connections so that requests can be served simultaneously. A client
program is invoked by the CGI script to contact the duster machine and request that a Ilew VNC X-server
be launched. The client may only specify the VNC X-server startup parameters, since the launching of the
VNC X-server binary is hard-coded in the configuration file of the daemon serving requests originating from
the CGI host. The VNC server itself is protected by a challenge-response password scheme.
In order to protect the machine from unauthorized Fortran code inserted by a user into the .e file,
specialized filtel1l have been built into the PELLPACK system. The original language processor already
restricted the location of Fortran code to specialized segments within the PELLPACK problem definitioll
file; these segments are now re-parsed by filters that identHy inserted Fortran statements for unauthorized
code.
Every user is provided with u unique directory for uploading and downloading files, thus facilitating the
option of saving and retrieving material. Users' directories arc password protected, securing each user from
all other users. Every user file, however, is opened and checked by WebPDELab for legal content as it is
uploaded or saved by the user from inside PELLPACK.
D.6 WebPDELab Features and Issues
There are significant benefits resulting from the implementation of the WebPDELabj
• Generality. 1uJ.y machine connected to the Internet can use the PELLPACK environment without
concerns about language or machine compatibility.
• Intemction. Users con specify the PDE with normal interaction speeds for the client machine, since
data entry is done locally. The amount of code exported to support the user interface is substantial
(several megabytes), but it is only a fraction of the PELLPACK system. If the user has no graphics
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capability, then the text based interface tools must be used; these are less convenient but still practical
to use. As the PDE problem is being specified, information is sent to the server. The server might
request additional informatiOll but once the problem is completely specified, it is solved on the server's
host machines. After the POE is solved, the user can either view output generated by the server or
request that the solution (normally a large data set) be sent for local use.
• Access to High Performance Computers. Any user can access machines with sufficient power to solve
the POE problem. Even if the solution is too large to be sent to the ll.'ler (or if there are no locll.l
visualization tools), the solution can be explored over the Internet.
• No Code Portability Problems. User do not need to have the code in the local machine language, since
the software infrastructure operates only on the server's host machines.
Three technical issues must be considered in the deployment ofWebPDELab as a successful server. First,
the user interface must be clearly separated from the rest of the system. Our system is very modular in
nature and we have already essentially completed this task. Second, we must create an efficient, exportable
user interface. We have already made a prototype exportable user interface which is neither efficient nor
general. It assumes the user has an X-windows server and it requires excessive network communicatioll. We
have studied Java implementation, and believe we can use it to obtain both efficiency and generality on the
network.
Third, it is the problem of dealing with the visualization of very large data sets over the nel;work. Using
WebPDELab, a person with a simple PC can generate a PDE solution consisting of millions of data points
in 3-D. In our own group we have 155 Mbitjsec ATM networks and expensive graphics workstations to
visualize such solutions. We see two ways to provide visualization service to the user neither of which is
always satisfactory. (1) We have visualization tools to slice, rotate, color, etc., data for viewing. We can
send these images back over the Net. But the user might have a slow network connection or a black and
white display, and in this case the viewing process would be painfully slow. (2) We can send the data set
to the user. A two million point solution is not rare and its data set would be at least 25-50 Mbytes. The
transmission time could be prohibitive if the user has slow network connections. In addition, the user might
not have space to store the solutioll, or might not have any visualization tools that can handle the data. We
believe that visualiza.tion over the Net wiII be a serious problem for some users, and it is one we currently
have no solution for. We believe that this is a common problem and that the Net infrastructure will provide
solutions in a few years.
In summary, we have an operational prototype of WebPOELab nnd a plan providing a very useful
and innovo.tive network service using it. The implementation of the pla.n does not require new science or
technology and it can be accomplished with reasonable cost and time.
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F Extended Bibliography
As the reader would have discovered by now, the field of PSEs is sufficiently wide and open to make it
impractical to compile and print a comprehensive bibliography that would be restricted to any reasonable
page limits. Paraphrasing Jonathon Green l , the nature of bibliography compilation, whether in form or
content, brings with it decisions, and with decisions, however disinterested, comes choice. In this choice, it is
hard to avoid bringing in our own biases but we hope that they had only minimal effect on this compilation.
Some background information on the way that this new bibliography was compiled might prove useful.
Our starting point was the original bibliography that we compiled on the occasion of the original PSE
Workshop FutuTe Research Directions in Problem Solving Environments faT Computational Science. Reporl
oj a Worksop on Research Directions in Integmting Numerical Analysis, Symbolic Computing, Computational
Geometry, and Artificial Intelligence for Computational Science, organized by E. Gallopoulos, E.N. Houstis
and J.R. Rice Rnd hosted by K. Abdali at NSF. It contained 200 items and was included in the follow up
technical reports that were published simultaneously in 1992 by the Department of Computer Sciences
at Purdue University and the Center of Supercomputing Research and Development at the University of
Iltinois. At the time of the workshop, the term "Problem Solving Environment" was not in common use, so in
addition to attempting a comprehensive listing of papers on PSE research, the bibliography contained many
items on topics that lie at the foundations of the area, namely Numerical Analysis, Symbolic Computing,
Computational Geometry, and Artificial Intelligence. Our choices in the compilation of the new bibliography
reflects the evolution of the field of PSEs to maturity. The building of this bibliography took into acconnt
the following developments:
• The natuml growth of the field .
• Maturity and standardization in some of the foundation areas. As important highlights in these
developments we cite the observed convergence in parallel architectures2 the standardization of software
1Jonathon Green, Ch<l$ing the Sun. Dictiona", Makcrs and the Dicticmariell they made (New York: Henry Holt IIml Co.)
1996.
2See for example [Kuck,1996] and D.E. Culler, J.P. Singh and A. Gupta, Parallel Computer An:hitectu,..,: A Hard-
ware/Software Approach (San Fhmcisco: Morgau Kaufmann) 1998.
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support systems For parallel processing (MPI), and the illcrellSing acceptance of quality numerical
libraries (LAPACK).
• The extraordinary expansion and impact of Internet technologies.
• The growing influence of object-oriented technologies in scientific computing.
These developments affected tlle bibliographical update as follows:
• We added citations to new efforts on PSEs. In some circumstances we opted to eliminate citlltions to
older versions of the same work in favor of the most recent document.
• We eliminated multiple citations to some foundation topics that are now adequately standardized.
• We added several citations to relevant research on Internet technologies.
The figure on the following page depicts the timeline of the citations in this bibliography and shows the
significant increase in PSE related publications after the 1991 workshop.
Not surprisingly, developments in the area affected not only the product but also the compilation process.
The 1991 bibliography was compiled from the workshop organizers' personal records and after extensive "in-
person" visits to the collections of the libraries of the University ofIllinois at Urbana-Champaign and Purdue.
This time, we not only visited additional library collections (in particular the Pennsylvania State University
and Indiana University) but also used online resources from professional societies, bookstores and publishers
that were unavailable only a few years ago. We are particularly grateful to those individuals that have
created and are maintaining the following sites:
• URL http://VY101.math.utah.edu/ beebe/ which hosts the collection of bibliographical information
maintained by Nelson Beebe at the University of Utah.
• URL http://liinlNY . ira. uka.de/bibliography/index.html for the "Collection of Computer Sci-
ence Bibliographies" maintained by Alf-Christian Achilles, at the University of Karlsruhe.
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